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Let S denote the set of Pisot numbers. This paper investigates the question of 
determining effectively all elements of S in a neighbourhood of a limit point of S. 
To do this, we analyse the structure of an infinite tree I associated with S in which 
paths to infinity correspond to certain rational functions bounded by one on the 
unit circle. It is shown that, if f is a path corresponding to a limit point and if 
F"(f) denotes the subtree of Y which branches off from f at height n then, roughly 
speaking, Y”(f) converges to a tree S'(f) which is called the derived tree of I at 
1: When this derived tree is essentially finite for all f associated with a limit point of 
S, then all elements of S are effectively determined in a small neighbourhood of this 
limit point. As a corollary, an eNective version of a result of Talmoudi is obtained 
and one can determine all of the points in Sn [ 1. 2 - 61 for any 6 > 0. 0 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The set S of Pisot-Vijayaraghavan (PV) numbers consists of all real 
algebraic integers 0 > 1 all of whose other conjugates lie within the unit cir- 
cle. 
The set S was shown to be a closed subset of the reals by Salem [17]. 
This remarkable fact has led to an intensive study of S, principally by Pisot 
and his students. According to Pisot [16], the notation S is used to 
honour Salem. 
The derived sets S@) are nonempty for all finite n but S(O) is empty. Ber- 
tin [2] has, in fact, shown that n is in S (2n - 2, The integer 2 is the smallest 
element of the second derived set SC2), as shown by Grandet-Hugot [14], 
and hence 2 is a limit point of limit points. Amara [ 1 ] has determined all 
of the limit points of S which are smaller than 2. 
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Most of these results use a powerful technique due to Dufresnoy and 
Pisot [l&13] which relates the study of S to the study of a related set of 
rational functions % bounded by one on the unit circle. The set $? can be 
given a topology which is consistent with the topology of S but forms a 
multiple covering of S: many elements of %’ may correspond to a single 
point of S. 
Taking %, then, as the appropriate object of study, one seeks to deter- 
mine the coefficient sequences of elements of V. The characterization of 
these coefficients by a recursive sequence of inequalities gives rise to an 
infinite tree Y in which paths to infinity correspond to the elements of V 
[ISI. 
In [S], we showed how to use this tree to design an effective algorithm 
for determining all the elements in Sn [a, h] provided this number is finite. 
We also made some progress in dealing with the neighbourhood of certain 
limit points of %’ and hence of S. For any f~ %‘, we defined w(f), the 
“width” off which has the property that w(f) > 1 if and only if f is a limit 
point of $?. If w(f) < (1 + a)/4 = 1.2803..., it was shown that one could 
determine all of the elements of %’ in a neighbourhood of $ However, there 
are limit points which are isolated points of 9’ (so not in VC21) which have 
widths larger than this. In fact there is an infinite sequence g,,, of limit 
points corresponding to CC, ES’ increasing to 2 all of which have widths 
greater than 1.7548. The techniques of [5] do not apply to these points. 
In [21-231, Talmoudi announced a characterization of all but a finite 
number of the elements of Sn [ 1,2 - S] for any 6 > 0. Thus, given any 
limit point in [ 1,2[, one should be able to determine all the elements of S 
in a small neighbourhood of that point. However, an examination of her 
proof reveals the use of a compactness theorem of Pisot [ 151. Hence the 
finite number of exceptions allowed for in her statement cannot be deter- 
mined effectively. An algorithm for the determination of all points in a 
neighbourhood of a limit point cannot be based on these methods alone. 
In order to develop such an algorithm, we continue our study of the tree 
5. We single out a limit point f and study the path to infinity in Y 
corresponding to f: Points in a neighbourhood of f in V correspond to 
subtrees Yn(f) which branch off from f at height n. We will investigate the 
behaviour of these trees as n + cc and show that their limiting behaviour is 
determined by a tree S’(f) which we call the “derived tree” at f: 
The derived tree is an extension of the idea of width. Whereas the width 
determines the asymptotic behaviour of the possible first steps away from 
the “trunk” f, the derived tree determines the asymptotic behaviour of any 
finite number of steps away fromJ 
Paths to inginity in Y’(f) corresponding to isolated points are simple 
paths (with no branching) beyond a certain height. If we truncate each 
such path at this height we may reduce S’(J) to a finite tree, in which case 
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we say that S’(f) is essentially Iinite. In this case our effective estimates of 
the convergence of &(f) to Y(f) allow us to effectively determine all 
elements of % in a neighbourhood of f: One of Talmoudi’s results 
(Lemma 8.6) can be used to show that S’(f) is essentially finite for all 
f E %” corresponding to 8 < 2. Thus we recover an effective version of her 
result. However, even without the additional benefit of effectiveness, our 
approach seems to give more insight into the structure of the set %?. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the definitions of $5’ 
and F from [ 12, 51. In Section 3 we define the trees FJf). In Section 4, 
we recall the important function fz = or introduced in [14] and develop 
some of its properties. We then use it in our definition of the derived tree. 
Section 5 introduces some sequences of polynomials P,, and Pfk which 
facilitate the analysis of FJf). We prove some recurrence relations for 
these polynomials (Lemma 5.2) whose analysis will lead to our main 
results. In Section 6, a basic convergence result (Lemma 6.1) is proved 
which is related to the results on Schur’s algorithm of [6]. In fact, the 
proof we give here predates the results of [6] but is published here for the 
first time. 
Our main result is Theorem 7.3, the convergence of FM(f). The technical 
details are given in Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 of Section 7. 
In Section 8 we investigate the structure of paths to infinity in the 
derived tree S’(f) and give a criterion for S’(f) to be essentially finite. In 
case F’(f) is essentially finite and Q(0) = f 1 we can describe completely 
the relationship between the paths to infinity in S’(f) and those in F,,(f). 
This is given in Theorem 8.4. An interesting phenomenon is that S’(f) 
may contain spurious paths to infinity only a bounded segment of which 
may appear in any Fn(f). In Theorem 8.5, we give conditions under which 
z,(f) will contain exactly two paths to infinity (the right- and left-hand 
branches). The effective version of Talmoudi’s result is a special case, 
Theorem 8.7. It should be clear that the results of Grandet-Hugot [14] 
and Talmoudi [21-231 foreshadow many of the ideas in this section. 
In Section 9 we present an example to which the reader may wish to turn 
from time to time to clarify the arguments of Sections 7 and 8. In fact, it 
was a detailed numerical study of this example. using a microcomputer 
which led the author to guess the convergence results of Section 7. We have 
written a sequel to this paper in which we discuss this and other examples 
in more detail and show that the algorithms sketched here are not only 
effective but practical. 
We conclude the paper with a number of open questions. 
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2. THE CLASS OF FUNCTIONS V AND THE TREE 9 
Most of the material in this section can be found in [S or 123. 
Given 9 E S, let P be its minimal polynomial, of degree q, and let Q(Z) = 
zyP(z-‘). Then Q(0) = 1, Q has integer coefficients and Q has exactly one 
root in IzI < 1, at 8-l. 
With 8 we associate all rational functions of the form f(z) = A(z)/Q(z), 
where A has integer coefficients, A(O)>O, A #Q, and IA(z)l < IQ(z)1 on 
Iz( = 1. There are always suitable A; A = sgn P(O)P will do unless 
Q(Z)= 1 -kkz+z ’ in which case A = 1 will do. In general there are many 
choices of A; for example, if Q(z) = 1 - 32 then A(z) = 1 + zn is suitable for 
all n B 0. 
Denote by %7 the set of such f as 19 varies over S. Then V is characterized 
by the following properties [ 121: 
is 
valOt1,/1.’ h ’ 
o omorphic in IzI 6 1 except for a simple pole in the inter- 
(ii) If(z)1 < 1 on 1zI = 1. 
111) f(z)=u,+u,z+ ‘.., 
u > il’ 
near z = 0, where the U, are integers and 
OH 
Note that the characterization does not state explicitly that the f are 
rational functions but that this is deduced from (i), (ii), and (iii) (cf. [15]). 
We identify each f in V with its coefficient sequence {u,}. The simplest 
way to define the topology on V is to say that f, = u&“) + z@‘)z + . . ., con- 
verges to f = u. + u 1 z + . . . if and only if uLrn) -+ U, for each n 2 0. Since the 
coefficients are integers, this means that eventually ZL!,~) = u,. Equivalently, 
an N-neighbourhood of f consists of all g in V whose coefficients agree 
with those off for n > N. 
If fm is associated with 8, E S and f,,, + f, where f is associated with 8, 
then 8, + 8. An elegant way to see this is to use the following inequality of 
Siegel [ 201: 
(2.1) 
This follows from Parseval’s formula for the holomorphic function 
f(z)( 1 - ez). Since U; 2 1, we deduce that (u, - u,, _ 1 8)2 < t12 and hence 
(2.2) 
Thus, if the coefficients of fm and f agree up to u,, then lo-’ - 8, ’ 1 < 2/u,. 
Pisot [ 151 shows that subsets of % corresponding to 8 d M are compact. 
This implies Salem’s result that S is closed. 
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Using Schur’s classical algorithm [ 181, Dufresnoy and Pisot [ 121 
showed how to characterize the coefficient sequences {a,,} of elements of V 
by a system of inequalities: 
1 <‘u, (2.3) 
max(1, u:- l)du, (2.4) 
w,(uo ,..., u,- 1) GM, < w,*cu, ,..., u,- , ), n > 2. (2.5) 
The w,, w,* are certain rational functions of LQ,..., u,- I described below. If 
u,, = 1 then w: = cc but for all other values of u,,,..., U, _ 1, both of w, and 
w,* are finite. Note that, in [S], (2.4) is incorredctly stated as U: - 1 6 ul. 
When u0 = 1, this allows U, = 0 which corresponds to f = 1, not an element 
of %?. 
To obtain w, and w,* we define polynomials D, and D,* as follows. For 
n>,2, if w,<u,< wz for m<n, there is a unique choice of D,(z)= 
-Zn+dlz”-‘+ . . . +d, with E,,(z)= -zn D,(z-‘) such that the first n 
coefficients of 0,/E, are u0 ,..., u,_ 1. Then 
D,(z)/E,(z)=u,+ ... +u,~~z~-~+w,(u~ ,..., u,el)zn+ . . . . (2.6) 
Similarly for D,* except now E,*(z)= +z” D,*(z-‘) and we have 
D,*(z)/E;(z)=u,,+ ... +u,-,z”-‘+w,*(u, ,..., u,-~)z~+ . . . . (2.7) 
Generally, D, and D,* will have rational but not necessarily integer coef- 
ficients. 
If u,= w, in (2.5) but w, < U, < wz for m < n, then f = DJE,. For 
m > n, we define w, = wz to be the mth coefficient of D,/E,,. Similarly, if 
u,=w,* but w,<u,<w z for m < n, then f = D,*/E,* and we define 
w, = wl for m > n by the expansion of D,*/E,*. 
The polynomials E, and E,* have exactly one root in Iz) < 1. Thus, if D, 
or D,* has integer coefficients then D,/E, or 0,*/E,* is in V. 
The recurrence relations 
D n+,=(l+~)D,--(~,-wW,)(~,~,-wW,~l)~lD,~l (2.8) 
DZ+ 1 =(l+z) D,*-z(w,*- u,)(w,*-1-~,-1)-‘Dn*~1, (2.9) 
hold for u,-~>w,-, and u,-~<w,*-~, respectively. Clearly E, satisfies 
(2.8) and E,* satisfies (2.9). 
Another important formula is 
* 
Wn+l -Wn+l = 4(w,* - U,)(~, - w,MwX - w,), (2.10) 
provided w, # w,*, This shows that the sequence w,* - w, is decreasing. 
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The sequences of integers satisfying (2.3)-(2.5) form an infinite tree 5. 
The nodes in this tree are finite sequences (u,,..., uk) satisfying (2.3)-(2.5) 
for n 6 k. We also think of (u,,..., ux-) as a path from the root and hence 
need only label the node (u,,..., uk) as uk. Evidently, a path to infinity in F 
corresponds to an infinite sequence (u,} satisfying (2.5) for all n and hence 
to an element of 9. 
Note that F also contains many finite paths (Us,..., uk) which satisfy 
(2.5) for n 6 k but are such that (2.5) has no integer solutions for n = k + 1. 
Since MJ~* - w, decreases, each vertex in F with n > 3 has finite degree. 
3. LIMIT POINTS AND THEIR NEIGHBOURHOODS 
The limit points in %? correspond to f = ,4/Q, where IA(z)1 < IQ(z)1 on 
IzI = 1 except for a finite set. Thus the isolated points are f = sgn P(0) P/Q 
with P(z) = 9Q(z ~ ’ ) [lo]. 
To see why this is the case, first suppose f= sgn P(0) P/Q. Then Q = E, 
or E: so U, is uniquely determined for n 2 q by uO,..., uy ~, . Hence there 
can be no g #f in the q-neighbourhood off; i.e., f is isolated. 
On the other hand, .f= A/Q (with A as above) are limit points since for 
n > max (deg Q, deg A), the following are elements of %? district from f and 
converging to it: (A(z)+z”Q(z-- ‘))/(Q(z)+z”A(z~‘)). 
Thus, in F’, isolated points correspond to simple paths to infinity with 
no side branches beyond a certain height. Paths corresponding to limit 
points, on the other hand, have branching from both sides at all sufficiently 
great heights. 
Letf=A/Q=u,+u,z+ ..., be a limit point. Define Fn(f) to be the set 
of sequences of integers (co,..., ck) with c0 #O for which the sequence 
(U I),..., u,, + Co,...r Un+k + ck) is in the tree F. We generally think of YJf) as 
being the union of the right and left branches S,t (f) and F;(f) 
corresponding to c0 > 0 and cg < 0, respectively. The N-neighbourhood off 
is completely determined by the 9Jf) for n > N. 
According to (2.5) if n b 2 and we write 
W n+k= w n+k (U 0 ,..., u, + c,, ,..., u, + k ~~ ’ + ck -~ , ), (3.1) 
(similarly w,*+~), then (co,..., k c ) is in 9Jj”) if and only if c0 # 0 and 
Writing 
W,+k~U,tk+Ck~W,*+k for k>O. (3.2) 
(3.3) 
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and 
(3.2) becomes 
wn*.k=w,*+k-4+k, (3.4) 
w,,,k < ck < w;,, . (3.5) 
We will return to a more detailed study of this in Section 5, but first we 
will devote Section 4 to the definition of a tree S’(f) given by inequalities 
similar to (3.5): 
w,<c,% w,*, (3.6) 
where W, and W,* depend on (c,,..., ckP r) and on f, but not on n. Our 
goal will be to show that w,,k -+ w, and w;., -+ W/f as n -+ co so that 
Fn( f) “converges” to S’( f ). However, there are a number of subtle points 
regarding this convergence whose description we will leave until Section 7. 
4. SCHUR'S ALGORITHM AND THE DERIVED TREE 
Let f = A/Q be a limit point of %?. Grandet-Hugot [ 141 introduced the 
important polynomial 
Q(z)=zr(Q(z) Q(z-i)-A(z)A(z-l)), (4.1) 
where Y is the smallest integer for which this is a polynomial with 52(O) # 0. 
Clearly deg(Q) = 2r. 
Since Q(z) = z”Q(z ~ ‘) is reciprocal, the zeros of Q can be arranged as 
cc1 )...) tl,, cq’,...) q’ with lclil < 1. Since IQ(z)1 = lQ(z)12- IA(z)/‘20 on 
/zI = 1, the zeros of Q on IzI = 1 are of even multiplicity. Hence we can 
arrange that, for each tl,~ {cur ,..., cc,} also &E {cxr ,..., a,}. Write 
z-‘B(z)=a(o)~ (Z-$)(1 -c(,P’Z-l) 
= Q(0) n (-q’)(z - a,)(z-’ -rq). (4.2) 
On IzI = 1, z~‘sZ(z)~O and hence 
w:= o(o)fj(-ccl~‘)>o. (4.3) 
The number w  = w(f) is the width off, [46]. Notice that w  = M(0), the 
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Mahler measure of 52 [7]. We showed in [4,6] that w(f) is the common 
limit of the sequences u, - w, and IV: -u,, justifying the term “width.” 
This will also be a corollary of Lemma 6.1. 
Now define 
G(z) : = Q(0) fj (z-a;‘), (4.4) 
so that G has real coefficients, G(0) = w  > 0, and all roots of G lie in IzI 3 1. 
Writing G(z) = z’G(z-‘), it follows from (4.2) that 
Q(z) = w-‘G(z) G(z). (4.5) 
Let us define 
H(z) := w-‘G(z)~. (4.6) 
Then H(z)#O in IzI < 1 and [H(z)1 = IQ(z)) on IzI = 1 (so H is the outer 
function with boundary values IQ(z)1 on IzI = 1). Using H we construct the 
rational function 
K(z) := H(z)/Q(z)~=K,+K,z+ ..., where K, = w. (4.7) 
Observe that [K(z)1 = 1 - If( on IzI = 1. It should be observed that the 
K, need not be integers but are always algebraic numbers (see Sect. 9 for 
an example). 
SCHUR'S ALGORITHM. We must now remind the reader of some basic 
consequences of Schur’s algorithm [18]. This algorithm characterizes the 
coefficient sequences { gk} for functions g(z) = g, + g, z + . ., which are 
holomorphic in IzI < 1 and satisfy I g(z)1 < 1 there. 
We will only consider g with real coefficients. In this case, Chamfy [9] 
has shown that the results of Schur can be recast into the following form, 
resembling (2.5). The sequence {g,} is the coefftcient sequence of such a 
function g(z) if and only if, for all k 2 0, 
uk(gO,-., g,- 1) d g, < uk*(g,,,-., g,- I), (4.8) 
where uk and V: are certain functions defined in the following way, 
analogous to wk and w,*: 
Let dk(z) = -zk + . . with ek(z) = -zkdk(zzl) be chosen so that dk/ek = 
go+ ... + gkP,zk-’ + .... Then 
d&)/e,(Z)=&+ “’ +g,-,zk~‘+~k(gO,...,g,-,)zk+ “‘. (4.9) 
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Similarly, d:(z) = zk + f. ., with e:(z) = +zk@(z-i) satisfy 
d,*(z)/e,*(z)=g,+ “’ +g,_,zk-‘+vk*(gO,...,gk-l)Zk+ “‘. (4.10) 
In contrast to D, and D,*, dk and d,f are defined for all k >O not just 
k > 3, provided only that vi < gi < v* for i 6 k - 1. Again, if gk = uk then 
g = d,/e, and we define v, = vz = g, for m > k. Similarly if gk = vf. The 
polynomials ek and ez have no zeros in 1~1 d 1. 
The following recurrence relations hold analogous to (2.8 k(2.10). 
d k+l=(l+Z)dk-Z(gk-Vk)(gk~,-vk-l)-’dk-, (4.11) 
@+I= (l+z)d;-~(v~-&)(v~-,-&~)--~d~-, (4.12) 
vk*+I-vk+I= 4(vk* - gk)(gk - vk)/(v: - Ok). (4.13) 
The Derived Tree. Now we consider a trivial modification of Schur’s 
problem in which we ask for a characterization of the above g(z), not in 
terms of { gk}, but rather in terms of the coefficients of the power series 
K(z) g(z) = co + c, z + . . . (4.14) 
Here K(z)=&++,z+ .*a, can be any formal power series with real coef- 
ficients and K,>O, but naturally we have in mind the K(z) of (4.7). 
Since K, > 0, the relationship between { g, > and { ck}, given by (4.14) is 
one-one and the inequalities (4.8) translate to 
wk(cC,,..., c k ~ I) 6 ck 6 ~k*(%~~, ck ~ I), k 2 0, 
where wk and W,* are defined by 
K(z) d,(Z)/k',(Z)= co+ ... + c,-,zk-'+ Wkzk + .*., 
and 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
K(z)d,*(z)/e,*(z)=c,+ ... +c,-,zk-‘+ W,*zk+ ..A. (4.17) 
Evidently ck- Wk=&(gk-0,) and w,* - Ck = K,,(V; - gk), SO 
(4.11)-(4.13) become 
d k+l=(l+z)dk-z(ck- W,)(c,-,- W,-,)-Id,-, (4.18) 
d;+l=(l+z)d;-z(W;-ck)(W;-,-ck~l)-’d;-,, (4.19) 
wif+,- wk+l= 4( w,* - ck)(ck - wk)/( w,* - wk). (4.20) 
This modification would be of no consequence if we were interested in all 
holomorphic g but we are only interested in the following subset: 
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DEFINITION. Let f be a limit point of %‘. Define K by (4.7) and W,, Wf 
by (4.16) and (4.17). The derived tree S’(f) of Y at .f is defined to be the 
set of all (c,,..., c,,,), where the cg are integers satisfying c,, # 0 and (4.15) for 
all Odk<m. 
Remark. Observe that S’(f) has bilateral symmetry. That is, (c,,..., c,) 
in F’(J) implies ( -co,..., -ck) is in -F’(f). Hence in practice we need only 
deal with S’+(f) the subset with co > 0. 
5. SOME AUXILIARY POLYNOMIALS 
We turn to the analysis of the branches Fm(f). Let f= u0 + U,Z + .-, 
and (cg ,..., c&r)E~~(f) so (&, ,..., Uk~,,Uk+Cg,....U,+k~,+Ck ,)Ey-. 
Let DIICk and D,*,k refer to this expansion so 
D,I+k/E,,+k=Uo+ “’ +U,,m ,f--‘+(U,,+Co)f+ ... 
+ (U,,+k I+‘-,_ I)?+/, ‘+w’,,+k?+k+ 
RF+ k/E:+ k = uo + . . + u,, ] zn - ’ + (u, + co) zn + . . . 
+ (U,,+k~,+Ck_l)=n+k~‘+WX+kZN+k+ 
and 
A/Q=uo+ ... +U,~~lr”-‘+U,z-)l+ “.. 
Hence 
D,r+k/E,,+k-A/Q=z)l(L’O+ ... +ckplzk ‘+ w,,,,zk+ 
recalling (3.3 ). 
Since En+k(0) = Q(0) = 1, (5.4) implies that 
D,+kQ-E,+kA=~o~“+ . . . . 
‘.) (5.1) 
.‘, (5.2) 
(5.3) 
17 (5.4) 
(5.5) 
The left member of (5.5) is a polynomial of degree at most nk + k + 
max(q, a) and hence 
Dn+kQ-En+d=-7nPn,kt (5.6) 
where this defines P,,,. Taking reciprocals, we have 
-%+,Q(z-‘J-D n+kA(Z-‘)= -Z~P,~,k(z~l). (5.7) 
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Eliminating E, + k, D, + k from (5.6) and (5.7) and recalling the definition 
(4.1) of 52, we obtain 
and 
D ntkQ=Z n+rPn,kQ(Z-l)-Zk+rPn,k(Z-‘)A (5.8) 
E n+kR=z”+rPn,kA(z-l)-zk+rPn,k(z-l)Q. (5.9) 
If n + r > q, (5.8) shows that zk+’ P,,(z-‘) is a polynomial which does 
not vanish at z = 0 and hence that deg P,, = k + r. If n + r > a = deg(A), 
then (5.9) gives the same conclusion. Hence we assume n > min(a, q) -r 
and define 
Qn.k(z) : = -zk + rPn,k(z+). 
The same procedure applied to D,*,kfE,*+k gives 
(5.10) 
D,*,kQ-E,*,kA =znf’zk (5.11) 
E,*+k~(z-l)-D~+kA(z-‘)=zkP,,k(z-l) (5.12) 
D,*+k~=zn+rP,*.kQ(z-l)+zk+rP,*k(z-l)A (5.13) 
E,*+k~=z”+‘f’;kA(z-l)+zk+rP;k(z-l)Q. (5.14) 
Again, deg P zk = k + r for n > min(a, q) -r and we define , 
Qzk(z) := zk+=P~,(zpl). (5.15) 
For k= 0 we will write P,, Q,, P,*, Qz for P,,, ,..., Qz,. These do not 
depend on (ck } but only on f: 
For k = 0, the right member of (5.5) should be IV,& + . . ., and hence 
P,(O) = Iv,,, = w, - u, < 0. (5.16) 
Pn*(O) = w;,, = w,* - 24,> 0. (5.17) 
LEMMA 5.1. The sequences P, and P,* both satisfy the following 
recurrence relation for all n 2 4: 
P,+,(z)=(1+z-‘)P,(z)-z-‘P,(0)P,~,(0)~’P,~,(z). (5.18) 
Proof: Combine (2.8) with (5.6) and (2.9) with (5.11) being careful to 
observe that here D,, , , D,*+ 1 refer to the expansion u,, + . . . + u,zn + . . ., 
and not to (5.1) and (5.2). 
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Remark. Note that (5.18) does not depend explicitly on the sequence 
{u,,}. All the information concerning A/Q is supplied by the initial con- 
ditions P,, P, and Pf, P! (as defined by (5.5) and (5.11)). 
LEMMA 5.2. The folIowing hold for k > 0 and n > max(3, min(a, q) - r): 
P n.k+I=(l+Z)Pn,k-Z(Ck- Wn,kNCk-1- K,k-I)-lpn.kL1 (5.19) 
p:k+l=(l +Z)Pn*,k-Z(Wn*.k-Ck)(Wn*.k-,-Ck-ll)-’Pn*.k-1 (5.20) 
WZ.k + I - Wn,k + 1 = 4( w:, - G)(G - K,,)/( wz,, - K.~), (5.21) 
where we define Pn,-,=P,_,,c~,-W,,_,=u,_,-w “-,, Pz,,l=P,*-l, 
and W~-I-c-l=w~-I-u,-I. 
ProoJ: Here n is fixed and (5.1), (5.2) hold. Thus (5.19) follows from 
(2.8), (3.3), and (5.6) while (5.20) follows from (2.9), (3.4), and (5.11). 
Equation (5.21) is simply (2.10) in disguise. The initial conditions are easily 
verified to be appropriate. 
LEMMA 5.3. For all k > 0 and n > max(k + a - r, 2), we have 
Q P,k p~=c,+c,z+ ... +ck_]z &-’ + Wn,,zk+ . ..) (5.22) 
and 
sz p:k 
@z=c,+c,z+ “’ +c,p,z k-‘+ W;,kZk+ ..‘. (5.23) 
Proof From (5.4) and (5.6) we have 
Znp,.k = En + k Qz”(c,+ .” +Ck-,zk-‘+ w,,,zk+ “‘). (5.24) 
From (5.9) and (5.10), we have 
E n+ka=Q,,kQ+Z”+‘P,,,A(Z-‘). (5.25) 
Substituting (5.25) into (5.24) and dividing by z”Q2Q,kf2-’ gives 
(co+ ... + W,,zk+ ...) (5.26) 
which gives (5.22) if n + r - a > k. 
The proof of (5.23) is similar. 
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6. A BASIC CONVERGENCE RESULT 
The following result is related to the results of [6] and can be used to 
give a proof of those results in case f is rational. The proof here is quite dif- 
ferent from those given in [6] but has the advantage of giving a method 
for effectively estimating the rate of convergence. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let P, and P,* be as defined in Section 5 and let G be given 
by (4.4). Then 
lim P, = -G 
n-m (6.1) 
lim P,* = G. 
n+m (6.2) 
If one identifies the polynomials P,, P: and G with their coefficient vec- 
tors in R’+ ’ then the norms 11 P, - (- G)jl and I( P,* - Gil can be explicitly 
estimated. The rate of convergence is geometric if Sz has no zeros on IzJ = 1 
and is O(n-‘) otherwise. 
Prooj We prove (6.1) and leave (6.2) to the reader. We begin by 
treating the case that a(z) has no multiple roots and hence no roots on 
Jz(=l. Thus a ,,..., a,, ar’,..., ar’ are the roots of 52 and Iail -=c 1 for 
i = l,..., r. Evaluating (5.9) at z = ai gives 
0 = a;(a;A(a,:‘)) P,(a,) + Q(aj) Q,(ai). (6.3) 
Note that Q(ai) #O since 0- ’ is the only zero of Q in 1~1 < 1. If 
8(&‘)=0 then A(&l)=O or A(@)=O. If A(&‘)=0 then Q 1 A and 
hence ,4/Q = 1, while if A(8) =0 then Q 1 A so IA/Q1 = 1 on the whole 
circle, neither of which is the case. 
From (5.9) we have also 
Define a,=O. Then the 
uniquely since deg Q,, = r. _ 
that 
Q,(O) = W-J). (6.4) 
vector x, = (&Jag),..., Q,(a,))” determines Q, 
Let ii(z) be the fundamental polynomials for 
Lagrange interpolation at (a,,..., a,) (so /,(a,) = 6,, deg li = r). Then 
Q,(Z) = i Q&J /i(z). 
i=O 
(6.5) 
Since P,(z)= -YQn(zP1) we may use (6.5) to express P,(a,) in terms of 
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the vector x,. Then we see that (6.3) and (6.4) may be expressed in vector 
form as 
(I + A,)x, = h, (6.6) 
where b = (Q(O), O,..., O)‘r, I is the identity matrix, and A, is a matrix for 
which llA,ll -+ 0. In fact 11/1,11 = O(p”), where p = max Ic(,I < 1. Hence x, = 
(Z+A,,))‘h so that 
II-Y-hll d IlAnlI -’ IIN. (6.7) 
The vector h corresponds to a polynomial F which vanishes at a, ,..., a, and 
has constant term a(O). Hence F= G, from (4.4). Since Q, --) F, (6.1) 
follows. 
Now we turn to the general case in which Q may have multiple roots 
and, in particular, roots on 1~1 = 1. 
If a root a appears k times in a, ,..., a, as a, + , ,..., ai+ k say, we use 
Q,,(a) ,..., Qj:- “(a) in place of Q,(a,+ ,) ,..., Q,(ai+,) in x,. If Ial < 1 there is 
little difference from the above. One simply differentiates (5.9) k - 1 times, 
sets z = a, and uses interpolation as before to yield a system 
(Q,,(a),..., QP “(a)Yr = U,,, (6.8 1 
with IJB,/I = 0 (nkP1 jai”). 
The interesting case is if (a/ = 1 since if a appears in a, ,..., a,. k times it is 
a zero of ~2 of order 2k. Now one rewrites (5.9) in the form 
z “Q,,(z) = -D,,(z-’ ) sZ(;)/Q(z) -?A(= -‘) P,(z)/Q(s). (6.9) 
We will use the jth derivative of (6.9) at ,- = a for j= k, k + I,..., 2k - 1. 
This gives 
(6.10) 
where L is a linear combination of the derivatives of P, at z = a with coef- 
ficients independent of n and where (n), : = n(n + 1). . . (n + j - 1). 
Transpose the terms i= k, k + l,..., j to the right member of (6.10), mul- 
tiply by a”, and divide by (n) , _ k to obtain 
(- 1 )j& al-/Q:‘(a) = C,,x,, (6.11) 
where II C,jl = 0( 1) since we have divided by the largest transposed term 
(r~)~ ~ k in each case. 
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The left member of (6.11) is M,(Q,(a),..., Qff-“(a))“, where M, may be 
written as 
M,=D-‘(&+n-‘A, + ... +n-‘k-?4-*)N,D, (6.12) 
where D = diag( 1, c( ,..., ak-‘), N, = diag(nk, nk- ’ ,..., n), and the Ai are con- 
stant matrices. 
In particular A, has (j, i)th entry (i)( - 1)’ for i= O,..., k and j = 
k,..., 2k - 1. Thus A,, is nonsingular. Hence A, + n ~ ‘A 1 + . . ., is invertible 
for large n with uniformly bounded inverse. Since N,;’ = diag(nmk,..., n-l), 
we again obtain (6.8), where now 11B,,/1 = O(n-I). 
Using (6.8) for ~(=a~,..., a, gives the system (6.6) again, where now we 
can only claim that llA,ll =O(n-‘). Thus we obtain (6.1) as before. 
COROLLARY 6.2. u,, - w, --t w(f) and w: -u,, + w(f), where the errors 
are explicitly estimable. 
ProoJ: PJO) = w, - u,, P,T(O) = wX - u,, and G(0) = w(f). 
7. CONVERGENCE TO THE DERIVED TREE 
DEFINITION. Let (c,,..., c,) be a path in 9Jf) or S’(f). We say that 
(c,,..., c,) is interior if strict inequality holds in (3.5) or (4.15) for 
k = O,..., m. 
Our first Lemma 7.1 deals with interior paths while Lemma 7.2 treats the 
more complicated situation of noninterior paths. Combining the con- 
vergence results we arrive at our main results, Theorem 7.3. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let f be a limit point of %? and k > 0. Then there is an effec- 
the COnStant nk such that 
(a) for n>n, any interior path (co,..., c,-,) of S’(f) is an interior 
path of K(f ); 
(5,19bi5 jf, (~,,.~,;;,‘1, 2 such a path and Pn.k,-., are &fined by 
. 3 
P n,k -+ Gdk, Q n.k + Gek? W,,.k + w, (7.1) 
P:,k + Gd,*, Q n*.k + &if, w;, -+ w,*, (7.2) 
where all the differences are explicitly estimable. 
Proof. By induction on k. For k = 0, (a) is trivial while (b) follows from 
Lemma 6.1. 
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Assume (a) and (b) for some k and now consider an interior path 
(c “,“‘, ck) in S’(f) of length k+ 1. Then (co,..., ck ,) is an interior path 
and W, < ck < W,*. Since [ W,,fi, Wz,k] -+ [W,, W,*] there is an n’ so that 
n > n’ implies W,,, < cI, < Wz,, so (cO ,..., ck) is in Yn(f). This n’ depends on 
(co,..., ck ~ ,) but there are only a finite number of such paths since each ver- 
tex in S’(f) has bounded degree. Thus the existence of nk + , is clear. 
Now, for (b), use (4.18) and (5.19) to obtain 
f’n.k+,-%+I= (1 + z)(P,,.k - Gd,) 
- =“u’,l.li(P,l.k~,-Gdx.~,)+=Gdk-,(yk-y,l,k), (7.3) 
where y,,=(“k- W,)(C,~ I-W,- ,)-~I and Y,,,~ = (Ck - Wn,k)(Ck ~ I - 
W,,,kp ,) ‘. In the right member of (7.3) all terms tend to zero at an 
estimable rate, hence P,,,, + , + Gcf, + , and so Q,,,k + , + Ge, + , 
From this we conclude that 
and then Eqs. (5.22) and (4.16) show W,l,k + W,. 
The proof for (7.2) is similar and completes the induction. 
Noninterior Paths-a Useful Convention 
Now suppose (co,..., c1 ,) is a path in S’(f) for which c, = W, or Wz 
for some m < k - 1. Then Wi = W,* for i > tn. We cannot expect Pn,k + Gd, 
since d, is not even defined for k > m + 1. Nor can we expect (c,,,..., ck- ,) 
to necessarily be a path in YJ f) since even if W,,, -+ W,,, it might happen 
that W,,,, > W,,, = c,,, for all n. 
Nevertheless, we can still use (5.19) and (5.20) to defme Pn,k+, and 
P,T.k+, for k+l>m provided only that c,-,# W,-, or c,_,# W,*_,, 
respectively. One can deduce from (5.19) that the expansion of 
12P,,,/Q2Q,.k begins c0 + .. + ck , zk - ’ and then use (5.22) to define 
W,,.,. Similarly for Wz,x. We will still have (5.21) as well, except that 
Wz,i < W,,, may occur for certain i. 
The following convention is useful in dealing with (4.11) (or (4.12), 
(5.19) (5.20)). If c,,= W,, then d,,+, = (1 + z)d, but d, is not defined by 
(4.12) for k > PI + 1 since all of the ratios yk = (ck - W,)(c,-m , - W, ,) -’ 
are indeterminate. If we agree to take yk to be an arbitrary sequence for 
k 3 m + 1 then we can define d, by means of (4.12) for k > m + 1. Since 
d m + , = (1 + z)d,, we see that all d, with k 2 m are proportional to d,,, so 
the ratio Kd,Je, = Kd,le, has the expansion (4.16). But this does give the 
correct value for W, since it is defined to be the coefficient of zk in this 
expansion. The same remarks hold for W,*. 
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LEMMA 7.2. Let f be a limit point of 9 and k 2 0. Let (cO ,..., ck ~, ) be a 
noninterior path in S’(f) and m be the smallest value for which c, = W,,, or 
Wz. Let n, be as in Lemma 7.1 andfor n > n,, let W,,k and Wz, be defined 
as described above. Then Wn,k + W, and Wz, -+ W,*, where the differences 
are explicitly estimable. 
Proof By Lemma 7.1, since n b n,, (cO ,..., c,,, ~ I ) is in YJf) and (7.1) 
(7.2) hold (with k=m). To be definite assume c,= W,, the case c,= Wz 
being similar. For any n 3 n,, let j(n) be the first value of i for which 
ci = Wn,i, or j(n) = k - 1 if no such i exists. 
Define Y~.;=(c,-- W,,i)(cj-,- W,+,)-’ for i- 1 <j(n) and y,,,;=O 
otherwise. Then define P,z,j by the recurrence relation 
P 11.1 + I = ( 1 + 2) p,,,, - YdPn,, ~ I for i>m. (7.4) 
Define d,,,i for i > m + 1 by the recurrence relation (7.4), taking d,,k = dk for 
k < m + 1. Similarly define e,.;. As remarked above, for all k >, m, we have 
nP,,/Q’ = Q,,Jc,, + ’ ’ ’ + ck .- , Zk ~ ’ + W,,,zk + . ’ ’ ) (7.5) 
and 
sZGd,,k/Q’ = C?en,k(cO + ‘. . + ck . , zk ~ ’ + W,z” + . ). 
We claim that 
(7.6) 
11 p,,k - G&k 11 ( = 11 Qn.k - Gen,kII ) + 0 (7.7) 
as n + co in the sense of any norm on R r + k + ‘, identifying the polynomials 
with their coefficient vectors. 
For k = m this follows from Lemma 7.1. For k = m + 1, it follows from 
(7.4) since yn.m + (c, - Wm)(c,+- W,,-,)-‘=O, and thus P,,,+l + 
(1 +z)d,=dm+,. For k > m + 1, (7.7) then follows because P,,, and dn,k 
satisfy the same recurrence relation. 
From the recurrence relation, Q,,k(0) = e,,,&(O) = 1 for all n and k, so say 
Qn,k= 1 +qy)z+ ... +qpirr;k+r and (?en,k(z)=l +ey’z+ ... +epi”l,zk+‘. 
From (7.5), the coefficient of zk gives the expression 
w,,k= -(q\“ckp, + ‘.’ +q$/‘co)-(aoq~‘+ “’ +akqpir), (7.8) 
where aO+a,z+ ... = Q/Q’. Equation (7.6) gives a similar expression for 
wk in terms of {el”‘). Since 9, (“)-- el”‘+ 0 with an estimable error for 
i = l,..., k + r, we obtain W,, + W,, and the proof that wz,k + W,* is 
similar. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let f be a limit point of V? and k ~0. Then there is an 
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effective constant Nk such that, for n 3 N,, each path (co,..., ck) in Fn(f‘) is 
also a path in S’(f ). and every interior path (c,,..., ck) in S’(f) is an 
interior path in F”( f ). 
Proof. Let us adopt the notation a(x) for the largest integer strictly less 
than x and /I(x) for the smallest integer strictly greater than X. 
The proof will be by induction on k. For k = -1 the statement is 
vacuous so we may take N _ , = 0, say. 
Thus assume k 3 0 and that (co,..., ck) is in 9Jf ), and that n 3 N,_ , so 
that (co,..., cI, ,) is in Y’(f) by the induction assumption. Let Nk be 
chosen so large that a( W,) < W,,,, d Wz,, < j?( W,*) for n 3 N, and for all 
paths (c,,..., ck ~ , ) in 5-‘( f ). The existence of Nk follows from Lemmas 7.1 
and 7.2. Then 
and hence cli E [ W,, W,*] so (cO ,..., ck) is in .F’(f ). 
The statement about interior paths follows from Lemma 7.1, 
8. PATHS TO INFINITY IN THE DERIVED TREE-APPLICATIONS 
Theorem 7.3 is most useful in the following situation: 
DEFINITION. We say that S’(f) is essentially finite if and only if there is 
an h < co such that all paths (co,..., ck) in Y’(f) either terminate with k < h 
(since [ W, + , , W,*+ , ] contains no integers) or else have ck = W, or W,* 
for some k 6 h. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let (c,, c, ,...) he a path to infinity in S’( f ), i.e., such that 
(4.15) holds for all k 2 0. Then there is a polynomial R(z) with integer coef- 
ficients such that R(0) # 0, 
INz)I G IQ(z)1 on Iz\=l, (8.1) 
and 
R(z)/Q(z)*=r,+c,z+ .... (8.2) 
Conversely, if R satisfies (8.1) and R(0) #O then (8.2) defines a path to 
infinity in S’( f ). 
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Proof By definition, a path to infinity in S’(f) corresponds to a 
function g(z) holomorphic in IzI < 1, with 1 g(z)1 < 1 there and such that 
K(z)g(z)=c,+c,z+ ..., (8.3) 
has all ci integers with c0 # 0. 
Using the detinition K= G*/wQ*, it follows from (8.3) that 
w-‘G2g=Q2(c,+c,z+ . ..) =:R(z), (8.4) 
say. The left member of (8.4) is holomorphic and bounded in IzI < 1 while 
the middle member has integer coefficients. By Parseval’s formula, only 
finitely many of these coefficients can be nonzero, so R is a polynomial. 
The expansion (8.2) follows immediately. 
Furthermore, (8.4) shows that g is rational and hence extends to IzI = 1 
with 1 g(z)] 6 1. To obtain (8.1), we have 
IR(z)I = Iw-‘G(z)2g(z)I 6 w-’ IG(z) G(z)1 = Ill( if IzI = 1. (8.5) 
The converse is clear. One simply defines g = wR/G’ and checks that g is 
holomorphic in IzI < 1 and satisfies I g(z)1 < 1 there. 
DEFINITION. Let us say that Q(z) is minimal if and only if there are no 
polynomials with integer coefficients and R(0) # 0 satisfying ) R(z)] < jO(z)J 
for all but a finite subset of IzI = I. 
LEMMA 8.2. The derived tree .F’( f) is essentially finite if and only if Q is 
minimal. 
Proof: Suppose that Q is minimal. Then if R corresponds to a path to 
infinity as in Lemma 8.1, it must satisfy [R(z)1 = IQ(z)1 on /zI = 1. Hence 
R/l2 = &u/U for some polynomial U with integer coefficients and 
reciprocal 0. Taking U and 0 to be relatively prime, U has no zeros on 
IzJ = 1. Clearly U I Q. Thus, if g = wR/G* as in Lemma 8.1, then 
g= +Co/GU = d,Je, or d,*/e,* for some k 6 r + u, where u = deg U. (Ine- 
quality is possible since G and 0 could have a common factor.) Since there 
are only a finite number of U dividing Q we obtain a bound h, on k. 
Truncate all these paths to infinity at the height k d h,,. We are left with 
a tree having no paths to infinity and each vertex of finite degree. K&rig’s 
tree lemma thus shows this tree is finite. Hence S'(f) is essentially finite. 
Conversely, if S’(f) is essentially finite then every path to infinity 
corresponds to a g with I gl = 1 on Iz( = 1. The corresponding R must have 
IR(z)l = IQ(z)1 for all IzI = 1. Hence 52 is minimal. 
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LEMMA 8.3. If S’(f) is essentially finite then all paths to infinity in 
S’(f) are given by the expansions 
where U has integer coefficients, divides a, has U(0) > 0, and where 0, U are 
relatively prime, 8 denoting the reciprocal of U. In particular U has no zeros 
on IzI = 1. 
The path (c,,, ci,... ) has ck = W, or W,* for some k<u+r, where 
u=deg U. 
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 8.2. 
Remark. If S’(f) is essentially finite the paths in S’(f) are thus quite 
restricted. However, not all these paths correspond to paths in F”(f) for 
large n. For this to occur, there are further restrictions on U as our next 
theorem shows. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let F’(f) be essentially finite and let +sZu/Q”U= 
c0 + c, z + . ., correspond to a path to infinity in Y’(f) as in Lemma 8.3. Let 
u=deg U. 
(a) Zf U has no zeros in IzI < 1 and U(O)= 1 then for all 
n >max(2, max(q, a) - r), there is a path to infinity in F”(f) with initial 
segment (c,, c, ,..., c,, r-~- ,). On this path, ck = W,,, or Wz, for some 
k<u+r. 
(b) There is an effective constant M depending on f so that if U has 
zeros in Izj < 1 then for n>M, at most a segment (c,,..., ckp ,) with 
k < u + r - 1 may appear in 9Jf ). 
Proof: Write V = ~0 with E = + 1. Suppose n + r 2 max(q, a) and con- 
sider the rational function P,/Q,, where Qn = QU+ z”+‘A(z-‘)V and 
p,=AU+f+’ Q(z-‘)V=E&,. (N.B. not the P, and Qn of Sect. 5.) Then 
jP,/Q,j = 1 on J;j = 1 and 
P,lQn - AIQ = z”VQ/QQn 
=z”SZV’Q-~U-‘(~ +z”+‘A(z-‘) V/QU)-’ 
=Zn(Co+C,z + . ..)(l + o(zn+r--U)) 
=z”(c,+c,z+ .‘. +~,+,~~_,z~+~~-~~‘+O(z~+~~~)). (8.6) 
(a) If U has no zeros in 1zI < 1, Rouchi’s theorem shows that Q,, has 
at most one zero in lz( -C 1. But Qn has at least one such zero if n >, 2 since 
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otherwise P,/Q, would be holomorphic in IzI Q 1. This is impossible since 
PJQ, = u. + u1 z + . . ., with uo, u1 2 1. Since U(O)= 1 we have Q.(O)= 1 
and thus P,/Q,E V. Using (8.6) and the definition of 9Jf), we have 
) in S(f). Since deg Q, = n + r + u we have PJQ,, = 
b’;:,g+y;;r b;,k/Ei,, for some k < r + u, proving (a). 
(b) Let n+r>max(a,q) so degQ,=n+r+u. If (co,...,ck-i) with 
k = u + r is in 9Jf) then (u. ,..., u, _ 1, u, + co ,..., u, + k ~ , + L’~ ~ , ) is in F. 
There is a unique ratio DIE with deg D = deg Ed n + k and D = EE whose 
expansion begins with this sequence. That is D/E is either 0,/E,,, or 
Dz/Ez for some m <n + k. Since deg P, = deg Q,, = n + k and P, = ~0, we 
must have P, JQ, = D/E. 
Note that D/E has a single pole in Izj < 1. We will show that 
PJQ,, # D/E for sufficiently large n by showing that PJQ, has v + 1 poles 
in IzI < 1, where v > 0 is the number of zeros of U in IzI < 1. 
We first obtain an N so that n 2 N implies that Q,, has v + 1 zeros in 
(zl < 1. Then we find M> N so that P, and Qn have no common factor 
with zeros in IzI < 1 so P,/Q, has v + 1 poles there provided n > M. 
By RouchC’s theorem, for t < 1, QU+ tz”+‘A(z-‘)V has exactly v+ 1 
zeros in 1~) < 1. Letting t + 1, we see that Q, has at most v+ 1 zeros in 
1~1 < 1. The only way it can have fewer than v + 1 is that one or more roots 
z(t) of QU+ t~“+~ A(z-‘)V with Iz(t)J < 1 must satisfy z(r) -+ c1 with Ial = 1 
as t + 1. Since Q,(u) = 0, rx satisfies /Q(E) U(a)1 = IA V(u)1 and hence 
IQ(a)1 = IA(a)1 so Q(a) = 0. 
Since /z(t)1 < 1 for t < 1 and z( 1) = a, if we write i = dz/dt, we must have 
Re(l( l)/c() 3 0. But Q;(E) i( 1) + c?+~ A(E) V(a)=0 so this entails that 
n+r< -Re 
a(QU)‘(a)+a”+‘(A(z-‘)V)‘(a) 
a n+rA(cr) V(a) (8.7) 
(compare the arguments used in [3,8]). The right member of (8.7) can be 
bounded independently of n since A(&) V(a) # 0 for any root of Q. If M is 
the largest such bound over all roots of Q on IzI = 1 then n + r > A4 implies 
that Q, has v + 1 roots in IzI < 1. 
Now suppose P, and Q, have a common factor C with a root in IzI < 1. 
Then C divides P,Q - QnA = z”V&?. Thus the roots of C in IzI < 1 are roots 
of Q (since V divides Sz). Let CI be any one such root. Then Q,(cr)=O 
implies that 
Q(a) U(a) + an+rA(ap’) V(a) = 0. (8.8) 
We have seen that Q(a) # 0 and A(cc-‘) # 0. If U(a) = 0 then V(a) = 0 but 
U and V are relatively prime. Hence U(a) # 0 and V( ~1) # 0. Since E” + ’ + 0 
as n --+ co, (8.8) can be satisfied for at most finitely many values of n for any 
root CI of 52 with 1~11 < 1. 
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Hence, with a finite number of exceptions which can be effectively deter- 
mined, P, and Q, have no such common factor C. Thus P,/Q, has v + 1 
roots in IzI < 1 and hence does not equal D/E, completing the proof of (b). 
Remarks. ( 1) The proof of (b) can be simplified and sharpened for 
special 52. In particular, if s2 has no zeros in IzI = 1 then Q, will always 
have v + 1 zeros in IzI < 1. If Sz is not highly reducible the possible common 
factors C of P, and Q, are easily dealt with. 
(2) The only situation Theorem 8.4 does not handle is U(0) > 1 but 
U having no zeros in 1~1 < 1. Since U(0) I sZ(O), this can only occur if 
Ifi > 1 which means M(S2) B 2. We conjecture that in this case f~%‘~) 
so S’(f) is not essentially finite. One can easily prove, incidentally, that if 
U(0) > 1 then PJQ, $ %7 for n + r > u + q + a since then U(0) can divide Q, 
only if it is a common factor of U and V. However this does not preclude 
PJQ, = D,/E, or Dz/Ez for some m since these ratios need not be in $7. 
(3) Note that there are always two paths to infinity in S’(f), namely 
those with U = f 1. These always correspond to paths to infinity in Fn(f) 
for all large n by (a). According to Lemma 8.3 these will be the only such 
paths if 52 has no nonreciprocal factors. The interesting point about the 
examples f = g,,, to be discussed in Section 9 is precisely that 0 does have 
nonreciprocal factors and thus S’(f) contains “spurious” paths to infinity 
which do not arise as limits of such paths in FJ f ). 
(4) The argument of Lemma 1 of [S] shows that if w(f) < 
(1 + a)/4 = 1.2803 . . . . then S’(f‘) is the union of the two simple paths to 
infinity corresponding to U = + 1. The proof can be given in a few lines: 
M’ = - W, = W,*, so c0 = f 1. Take c0 = 1 and then from (4.20) and the fact 
that WT - W,, decreases we have 
w;- w,< w:-w,=(w*-1)/2w<l, 
since w  < (1 + ,:IT?)/4. Thus [ W,7, W,*] contains at most one integer and 
hence exactly one for each n > 1. 
THEOREM 8.5. (a) Let f = A/Q be in V and suppose that Sz is minimal. 
Suppose further that the only factor U of Sz which has U(0) = 1 and no roots 
in Iz\ < 1 is U(z) = 1. Then there is an effective constant N so that the N- 
neighbourhood off consists exactly off and the fractions 
(A(z)fz”+’ Q(z~‘,,/(Q(z,+z”+~A(z-‘)), n > N. (8.9) 
(b) In particular, this holds if Sz is minimal and G(O) = + 1. 
Proof: (a) Lemma 8.2 implies S'(f) is essentially fmite so by 
Lemma 8.3 all paths to infinity correspond to + o/U with U I a and 
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U(0) >O. According to Theorem 8.4, if n > N, the only such paths which 
correspond to paths to infinity in Fn(f) must correspond to U with all 
zeros in IzI > 1. But, by assumption, the only such U is U- 1. 
(b) If Q(0) = &l then Q(z) = kzZr + a.. + 1. Since U 1 52, + U must 
be manic and U(0) = 1. If U is nonconstant, it cannot have all its zeros in 
IzI > 1 since the product of these is + 1. Thus U z 1. 
LEMMA 8.6 (Talmoudi). For all f in 5%’ which correspond to 8 > 2, the 
function B is minimal. 
Proof: See [22,23]. 
THEOREM 8.7 (An effective version of Talmoudi’s theorem). There is an 
effective algorithm for determining all of S n Cl, 2 - S] for all 6 > 0. 
Proof: Since 2 is the smallest point of ,St2’, there are only a finite num- 
ber of limit points in [ 1,2 -S]. Each corresponds to a certain finite num- 
ber of f  E %?’ explicitly listed in Amara’s paper [ 11. By direct calculation, 
for all these f, 52(O) = &l. Using Lemma 8.6 and Theorem 8.5(b), for each 
f there is an effective N such that all g in %? in the N-neighbourhood of J 
other than f ,  are given by (8.9). Now consider the subtree of F 
corresponding to all 8 E Sn [ 1, 2 - 61 truncated at all nodes for which 
u, = w, or u, = w,*. The only paths to infinity in this tree correspond to the 
finite set off just discussed. If these paths are truncated at height N then 
the resulting tree corresponds to all elements of V not equal to one of these 
f  or of the form (8.9). Since there are no paths to infinity, this is a finite 
tree which may be searched (as in [5]) to determine the remaining 
elements of %Z and hence to list all elements of S n [ 1, 2 - S]. 
9. EXAMPLES 
Amara Cl] determined all f  E 55” with 3 < 2. There are five infinite 
families and two exceptional f: Of these, only the following have w(f) > 1, 
if m>3: 
f  =g3.m=(1 -z+z~-Z~+‘)/(1-2z+z~-Z~+‘), 
with 
Q&)=(1 -z+zrn)(l -ZrnP1 +Zm). 
We showed in [4] that w( g& = M(0,) < 2 for all m, (cf. Appendix 2 of 
[7]). This fact plays a role in Talmoudi’s proof of Lemma 8.6. 
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The displayed factors of 52, are irreducible unless m s 2 (mod 6) in 
which case 1 -Z + z2 divides each with an irreducible remainder [ 193. Let 
B=l-z+z” or (1 -z +z”)/(l -z+z*) according to whether m f 2 or 
m = 2 (mod 6). Then Y’+( gjAm) (i.e., c,, > 0) has 3 paths to infinity 
corresponding to U = 1, B, or 5. Since 5 is nonreciprocal with B(0) = I, it 
has zeros both outside and inside the unit circle. Hence by Theorem 8.4, 
only U= 1 corresponds to paths to infinity in YJf). The paths 
corresponding to B and B can be followed for at most 2m - 1 steps in 
YJf)for n > M, according to Theorem 8.4(b). For m f 2 (mod 6), M can 
be taken to be 2 since Q, has no zeros on 1~1 = 1. 
Going into more detail if m = 3, we see that the zeros of B are - CI, -8, 
- p, where c( = min S and a, a are its conjugates. Then 
G(z)=(a+z)(b-‘+z)(B-‘+z) 
= a2 - 2 + (a - c(‘)z + 23 
= 1.7548 - z - 0.4301~’ + z3, 
where we truncate all reals to 4 decimal places throughout. Here G(0) = 
w( g,,,) = a2 = 1.7548. 
The coefficients of G and K are thus algebraic integers in Z(M). Explicitly, 
from (4.6) and (4.7) 
K(Z) = a2 + (4a2 - 2)~ + (9a2 + 3a - 7)i2 + ( 16a2 + 2a - 14)~~ + .‘., 
= 1.7548, 5.0195, 12.7680, 29.9746 ,.... 
To calculate S’(f) one could thus work in Q(a) but it is more con- 
venient to use floating point arithmetic; the errors are easily estimated. The 
algorithm defined by the formulas (4.15)-(4.20) is extremely stable 
numerically. Part of the reason is contained in the remarks preceding 
Lemma 7.2. Furthermore the multipliers such as yk = (ck - W,)/ 
(ck ~, - W, ~, ) must always satisfy 0 d yk < 4 according to (4.15) and 
(4.20). 
A priori we know S’+ (g,,,) will have paths to infinity corresponding to 
0 e B’ = 1, 2, 5, 12, 28, 62 ,..., 
E= Q2 1, 3, 7, 17, 39, 87 ,.,., 
and 
= 1, 4, 10, 24, 55, 122 ,.... (9.3) 
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The computation of S’+(f) shows that these are the only such paths, 
independent of Talmoudi’s Lemma 8.6. Only the segments (c,,,..., c,,) of 
(9.1) and (9.3) may appear in F"(f) for n>2 while (co,..., c,-*) of (9.2) 
must appear with ck = W,,k or Wz, for k < 3, according to Theorem 8.4. 
The expansions (9.1) to (9.3) correspond, respectively, to 
d4* = (z + p)‘(z + 0,’ (9.4) 
d:=(z+a-‘)(z+fl)(z+p) (9.5) 
d;=(z+o!-‘)2, (9.6) 
so ck = W,* for k = 4, 3, and 2 in the respective cases. 
Truncating Y’+(f) at the nodes where ck = W,* gives a tree with 42 
nodes and height 10. In Fig. 1 we display a few more nodes on the paths 
(9.1) to (9.3). Nodes at which ck = W, or Wz are circled. Let N= N,, of 
Theorem 7.3 and n > N. Truncate S,l’ at nodes where ck = W,+ or Wz.,. 
Then this truncated tree must contain all uncircled nodes of S!+ as well as 
the circled node with c3 = 17. It may contain the circled nodes 28, 10, 24, 
and 55 but no others on the paths 1, 2, 5 ,..., and 1, 4, 10 ,.... Hence this tree 
contains between 40 and 44 nodes for each n 2 N,, . Similarly for 5,;. 
The data needed to construct S’+ are simply a list of the paths 
(co,..., ck- I) and the corresponding values of W, and W,*. Some of these 
are remarkably close to integers, for example, 
W,( 1, 3, 7, 16, 35) = 76.001 (9.7) 
W,*( 1, 3, 7, 16, 36, 79) = 168.9924. (9.8) 
1 1948 
3817 3824 3825 
FIG. 1. The right half of the derived tree at g,.,. 
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These naturally cause the most difficulty when applying Lemma 7.1 to 
estimate the Nk of Theorem 7.3. It might seem that the recursive nature of 
the estimates would force the values of N, to be unreasonably large. 
However, in case Q(Z) has no zeros on (z/ = 1, there are some additional 
useful formulas, not given here, which avoid much of this difficulty. Thus 
we are able to show that N,, 6 127. This estimate is fairly sharp since we 
have I%‘,,,,( 1, 3, 7, 16, 35) = 75.9964 so the path (1, 3, 7, 16, 35, 76) is in &, 
but not in Y’. Thus N,, 3 N, > 50. 
We will present the details of these estimates in the sequel to this paper 
(Math. Comp. 43 (1984)). 
Since w( g,.,) is the minimum value of w( gX.,) for m 2 3, the truncated 
derived trees for g3,n, (m >4) tend to be larger than the one considered 
here. For example, the tree for g,,, with c0 > 0 has 135 nodes; here 
w( g,,,) = 1.9635 . . . . 
It seems that the derived trees for g3.,,! tend to a limit as m -+ cc 
corresponding to the multiplier K(r) = ~~2G(~)‘/( 1 - 2~)~, where 
G(:)=exp -l-~~‘~log+ /l -e”l &I 
and /I’ = G(0) = 1.9081 . . . The number p is discussed in [7]. Presumably b 
and the coeffkients of K(Z) are transcendental but this has not been 
proved. 
The derived tree for f= l/( 1 - 2:) is quite interesting. Here one has 
f~%?‘*‘, Q(Z)= -2(1 -z)‘, and w(f)=2. Since K(~)=2(1 -~)‘/(l -2~)~ 
has integer coefficients, the coefficients of d,, and d,T are rational. Of course 
,Y’(,f) contains infinitely many paths to infinity but nevertheless it can be 
described explicitly. 
10. SOME OPEN QUESTIONS 
(1) Suppose f = A/Q is an isolated limit point (i.e., not in %‘(*)). Does 
the conclusion of Theorem 8.5 hold? 
(2) A result of Grandet-Hugot [14] states that, if f~@~) then 
u,, - w, 2 s and w,* - U, 2 s for sulliciently large n. Hence w(f) 2 s. Thus 
1 6 w(f) < 2 implies f is an isolated limit point. We conjecture that the 
converse is true. 
One cannot carry this too far since there are examples given in [4] with 
f $ %‘(‘) but w(f) > 7. In particular f = l/( 1 - 3z + zm) with m 2 6 has this 
property. 
(3) A related question is whether w(f) < 2 necessarily implies that 
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S’(f) is essentially finite. As mentioned above, the fact that w(f) < 2 for 
the f with t!I < 2 plays a role in Talmoudi’s Lemma 8.6 but there are other 
elements in the proof as well. 
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